Micro Storytelling
Formats

The beauty of the short format
Sometimes, just sometimes (actually, most of the time), a short story video is just
as e ective as a long one. So we decided to create a bunch of "Micro
Storytelling" templates to help you get your stories out quicker.
We want these to function in three ways:
1. As a kickstart for your ideation process: You'll quickly build a list
of story ideas.
2. As a super-fast way to produce content. With the xed and the
dynamic templates.
3. As highly e ective communication for your organization, these
will be good stories.
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So you can use these format descriptions rst as a vehicle for building an idealist. Then re ne them into scripts. And then use the xed templates or the
dynamic template tool and have the Coen AI help you out with a lot of the
creative choices.

Reactive or proactive
A further model you can use is to view these formats as being more or less proactive
or reactive. This can help you with building your content calendar. Which of these
formats are you able to plan – and which ones are in your "quick response" toolbox?

Person in
Focus

Big Question/
Small Format

Micro Case

Facts &
Figures

Proactive

Us 3 – A
Short Survey

Reactive

FAQ Video

Detail Focus
Thought
Leader

This Day In…
Time and
Place

Read More
Video

1. Person in focus
The idea is to focus on the person rst, with the
organizational connection as a secondary point.
You start with a headline and short introduction to set the
stage for why this person – and the short story they have –
is relevant for your organization.
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The goal is to project some personal experience or quality
onto the organization.

Play example

Person in focus
Copy id:

6034d048e23b0b0004068872

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

The idea of the "Person in Focus" format is to elevate a
person that ful lls a few things – maybe not all of these,
but a couple of them. This person should:

Finding these types of stories is something you can do
"in bulk," creating a list to work from, either in individual
exercise or in a group setting. It boils down to keeping a
list of people you want to see as ambassadors for your
organization and then working o that list.

1. be able to tell a relevant story about the business
that your organization is conducting
2. be a person that the viewer can identify with and
feel empathy and respect for
3. be an excellent ambassador for your brand, your
mission, or your vision
4. be a generally exciting person whose individual
qualities re ects positively on the organization
Such a person will – in quote form – answer an implicit or
explicit question.

How to produce it!
There are two distinct ways to address this task – with
dramatically di erent implications on cost and scope.
But it is a case of horses for courses; di erent methods
suit di erent people.
In short, though, you can either:

These people exist on all levels of your organization, not
just the c-level, so look for them everywhere – and make
it very clear that you want to light up all the corners of
the matrix.
Make sure you are focused on representation and
instead lter out people who are too stereotypical.
Then it's just a matter of prioritization and moving into
production – and that will yield you content to go
around for quite some time.

• Do these interviews purely digital on mail, Teams,
Slack, or whatever technology you use. In this case,
you will use pre-determined questions and also ask
the interviewee to provide you with images or
videos. You could even go so far as to have simple
forms, such as Google Sheets, for this. If you have
good enough communication beforehand, this will
yield perfectly good results.
• Or, you can let someone from your communications
department do these interviews in person – where
you both write the story in full and make sure that
you get images or videos. The downside to this is the
time and e ort it takes, but the upside is consistent
quality and perhaps also a positive e ect from
actually taking the time to do the work.
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Regardless of the method – this is a perfectly suited
format for production in advance so that you have a
number of these lined up and ready to go.

Play example

Person in focus
Copy id:

6034d048e23b0b0004068872

The "person who…"

Personal Quote

An excellent way to write the
headline is to use phrases like
"the woman/man who…" or
use references to popular
culture, which could be
"Wonder Woman" or "Iron
Man." These headlines create
this "hero" imagery we want –
and they function well for
moving the viewer into the
place we need them to be.

This quote should – because
you have primed the question
like that – connect that personal
experience or trait to what this
person is doing today. The
emphasis should be on the
person – but we would need
them to tie it back together in
the form of "…, and that helps
when [doing my profession]".

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

Bridge Introduction
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Place the connection between
the person and organization by
telling how their traits are
relevant. It could be in the form
of "When [doing this that is part
of their job] it pays o to [have
this experience/trait]." That will
be the segue into their quote.

Personal Details
Be sure to make the most out of
this attribution. Mention where
they work and what they do in
as much detail as possible.

2. Time and Place
This format is about describing a speci c situation at a
speci c time from somewhere in the organization.
It will give a short insight into things, create
understanding for what goes on, and build identi cation
and brand.
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Very much a "frozen moment" as a treat for the viewer.

Play example

Time and Place
Copy id:

6034d1e4e23b0b000406b239

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

Use this format to get – and give – insight into di erent
parts of your operation. It can be a snapshot with a bit of
detail - but it might as well be a more structured story
around something that is very typical for you and
represents what you stand for in the right way.
Here, the thought model should feel like a very "naked"
look into a situation to create understanding and
empathy. So it may revolve around fascinating facts
about the operation – or a very typical meeting. It's very
much a way to humanize the organization – for both
internal and external stakeholders.
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You want this format to read almost like a mood board
for explaining what your organization stands for. And it
can serve as a great way to show diversity – in a
competent organization doing the right things with the
help of the right people.

This is a planned format – in the same way as the
"Person in Focus" is. You can pretty easily cra an
extensive list of places and events you want to cover in
this way. And it's not a bad idea to see if you can co-opt
this with the production for the "Person in Focus"
interviews and create almost companion pieces with
these formats.
You want to have the same sharp focus on
representation and the optics of diversity here. And it
would be best if you dared to go very down-to-earth in
both selection and production, display the operations as
they are. This format is very much about nding the
width of what you are and what you stand for.
And even if this format can look and feel somewhat
"pedestrian" on paper, the sheer scope of it and what
you can do with it creatively will make it into real quality
content.

How to produce it!
It would help if you were somewhat of a storyteller to
make this as good as it should be, so you can probably
not rely in full on these being stories that are sent in from
the organization. You may have to follow up on the
phone or at the location.
But what you would like to see – and what would be a
great way to get ideas and engagement – is to ask for
the images and/or videos of what's happening. If you
have good enough instructions, lots of people can snap
a few good frames. Give them a few examples of how
they can make it look.

Play example

Time and Place
Copy id:

6034d1e4e23b0b000406b239

Outro with message

Dateline
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Use the information about time
and place. So you would write it
very much like "This Place, the
date and the time." Ensure that
place, date, and time are all you
have here – it's part of what
makes it interesting.

The story of the
situation
Write the story on the situation
we see in the image/video.
Ensure that you start with the
where and who of the actual
imagery. Then proceed with
telling the story in a couple of
sentences. Ensure this re ects
the usefulness of the work/
activity going that serves as a
reminder of how good you are
at this. You can "dramatize" the
story quite a bit; it should be
compelling.

Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

3. This day in…
This format hinges on attaching current events or datebased events to something the organization stands for.
You highlight the event that triggered this story – connect
it to your subject matter. This can be lighthearted and
entertaining – "talking about the weather" – or serious
commentary on a breaking story.
And the whole gamut in-between.

Play example

This day in…
Copy id:

6034d2dd1bb2c60004e551c1

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

The idea with this format is to have an easy way to
connect communication needs to what happens. In a
way, it serves as an "it's OK to do this" format, giving
you some creative freedom but with a straightforward
and e cient way to bring it back "home."

Quite simply – anywhere and everywhere. Keep your
eyes on the news, on di erent event calendars, or
anything. Just as long as you do it with the perspective of
"can this relate to us in any way?".

This format is all over the map, from "super-planned" to
"spur of the moment" because you can tie it into regular
calendar events that you have known about for years,
but it could as well be a reaction to something that
happened 15 minutes ago.
The over-arching concept here is to take something that
happens "outside" and make a casual or correlated
connection to something you want to talk about.
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In its simplest form, this builds on the question "So,
what's happening today?" and the answer "This, and
that's interesting since it reminds me of…".

It de nitely CAN be as basic as today's weather or the
upcoming holidays. But it might as well be news about a
political play that changes something for you or your
clients.

How to produce it!
When you have found the trigger for your story – make
a relevant and serious connection to a subject you can
address with trustworthiness.
The connection can be fun, even a bit spurious – but it
should never be ridiculous or spiteful, or even ironic. In
this format, a lot of the "secret sauce" is how good and
creative you are in making this connection, going from
serious to light – and from seemingly unrelated to
relevant.
Here's some advice: Be sure that you have formulated
this connection and tried it on someone to make sure it
doesn't come across as forced. And when you're in the
clear – then it's pretty straightforward.

Play example

This day in…
Copy id:

6034d2dd1bb2c60004e551c1

Event Details

Enticing Headline
Address the trigger event
directly in the headline. So the
headline should be about the
event exclusively. If you can be a
bit entertaining or dramatic
here, it makes it better; you do
not need to be too matter-offactly. Play with it a bit.

Event Introduction
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Get the "topline" story in there
– consider this to be very much
connected to the headline and
should serve as a light
introduction to what happened.
Keep this short and sweet; we'll
dig a bit deeper into the event
directly a er this.

Extended
call-to-action

Spend a bit more time eshing
out the details of this event. If
it's news, de ne the sources
and more facts. If it's a historical
event, tell more about it, and if
it's some ambient situation –
give a bit more detail on why it
matters.

With the pivot in place – you
should inform the viewer that
you have something speci c to
say. It can be facts to read, a
product to look at, a number to
call, or just a reminder that you
are relevant in this context.

Pivot and Hook
So, now the event is rmly
planted – it's time to tell the
viewer why you have a relevant
thing to say. So pick up
something from the event and
couple it to your organization.
This can be anything from
products that drive a trend, a
historical event that is still
shaping your business, or why
you have a remedy for bad
weather!

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

4. Detail Focus
This is where you let the smallest detail turn into a big
story.
There is an almost unlimited number of things in your
products, services, and just the minutiae of everyday
business that will form the basis of a fascinating story.
Start with the detail and traverse to "why is this important
for the viewer" and "this is what it says about us to care
about stu like this.”
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A format like this is also a good reminder that it's rarely a
good idea to try and say everything every time.

Play example

Detail Focus
Copy id:

6034d41de23b0b000406e236

Story Basics
You want to turn speci c characteristics of products,
services, or parts of the operation into the base for a
much larger story. When you create this "did you know
this" story, you're (hopefully) not only creating a short
nugget of a story – but also a glimpse into that bigger
story that is your brand or your o ering.
And not only will most of these stories be fascinating –
because there ARE great details everywhere – they are
also a great way to include di erent parts of your
organization. It comes with the territory – because as a
communicator, you need to have the expertise of people
in the organization to nd these stories.
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This format gives you excellent opportunities to address
speci c target groups – not least in how you present the
subject and who you say it matters. So you can be
detailed in both the subject matter and in the target
group de nition.

Where to nd it?
Creating a list of these story ideas can be very much a
desk assignment where you si through existing
communication for these details to build on. That's
going to be an e cient list-building activity.
But this is also an excellent opportunity to activate your
colleagues and challenge them to give you their best
stories on the nest details and angles – precisely the
ones that would be a good "did you know this"-story.
O en these are precisely the stories they already tell
others about their work.
You could even make a bit of a push around it – and very
publicly ask everyone to share their stories about the
" nest details."

How to produce it!
When you have your detail, you just have to follow the
story format; it will get you on the "up-elevator" and
land you in the broader perspective of what problem
this detail helps solve.

Play example

Detail Focus
Copy id:

6034d41de23b0b000406e236

Headline
Compose an attractive headline
that makes the viewer stop and
take notice. You can give
yourself some poetic license
when it comes to phrasing
headlines. Make it good –
rather than err on the too
cautious side.

Details about
the Detail

The challenge
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Communicate the main
challenge or the central
promise that this detail is part of
the solution or ful llment. So if
you are doing a video on a
wingtip's curvature on an
airplane – the main challenge is
to decrease environmental
impact. And also, try and
establish why it's hard/essential
to get it right.

Get into the exact details –
perhaps rst being a bit more
granular on the challenge/
promise part and then giving
some fascinating fact about that
small cog in that huge
machinery that helps create
whatever it is that you do. It's all
about dipping deep into the
details and then come back up
and tell the story on how that
detail helps you get to the
solution.

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

5. Thought Leader
This format allows you to showcase "the best and the
brightest" from your organization – talking about just
that: The organization.
View this to have a personal touch on the o cial
standpoint and talking points. And use this as a way to
show diversity and width within the organization, don't
just use C-level executives but li experts, spokespeople,
and evangelists from all levels.
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Let them address a current event or trend by
communicating what you stand for.

Copy id:

6034d4e7e23b0b000406eecd

Story Basics
This format lives in the combination between an event
and a person. Don't forget that the relevant task for a
video like this is to address an issue – but in doing so,
you also get an excellent opportunity to elevate people.
In this format, the person who is making a statement is
an o cial representative from the organization's
standpoint.
So you need to establish the issue rst – and in a very
e cient manner. Because there needs to be something
to react to, most of the runtime can be the
representative "talking."
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"Newness" can be essential here – this is more of a
reactive format than a planned one, and a lot of times,
this can tend to be in a commentary to something that at
rst seems to be harmful for the organization. The point
here being that this is not a format you should plan to
use just to focus on speci c individuals – there are better
formats for that.

ffi
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Play example

Thought Leader

Where to nd it?
This is probably an o shoot to a well-established
process in the communications department: Addressing
current issues. Look at this as more of a "format play"
than a fresh idea for content. These templates are a way
to make the production pain-free and quick.
And – again – do not invent issues to address; there will
be enough of them anyway.

How to produce it!
A story of this type is very straightforward. What you
need to give some extra focus on is to create that short
introduction – the premise of the story – in such a way
that it's instantly addressable.
One way of doing that can be to use simple rhetorical
bridges like "what does this mean for me" or "is this
really correct" or any other phrasing that moves quickly
from the issue to the statement on the issue. This way,
the statement will look a lot more like an answer than a
talking point, which can signi cantly impact how the
viewer receives the message.
So it makes sense to be quite particular with the
dramaturgy here.

Play example

Thought Leader
Copy id:

6034d4e7e23b0b000406eecd

The Straight Premise
State the "event,"; be it a news
item, a trend, a misconception,
or anything. This is THE thing
we want to address – so it pays
to be very forthcoming and
communicate it in a way that
pains you a bit. You are meeting
this issue – so you'll get to
address it very shortly. But be
very honest about what it is.

Addressing Answer

Clarifying Question

ff

A rhetorical turn in the script to
go from that statement and
transform it into a question.
Prime the forthcoming quote by
framing it into a question that
we can answer: In the vein of
"how are we meeting this" or
"what are we doing about it" or
even "is there truth to this
matter"?

The answer should jump right at
that question – try to phrase this
as a real answer to the question
you framed. The critical part of
the answer is communicating
what you are doing about it or
your stance. You want to both
look "aware of it" and
"addressing it." And this is why
a person closer to the actual
matter can be more relevant
than a regular spokesperson for
the organization.

Spokesperson
Give the relevant details about
who this person is and their
position and relevance.

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

6. Big Question/Small Format
This is you addressing the big questions about your
organization: Your mission, vision, goals, and brand
values.
But you'll do it piece by piece by being your own best
critic.
Visit and re-visit what you actually say about yourself, how
you talk about your brand – and then pose some critical
questions about that.
Go "what do you mean by this" and "can this achieve
that, how does that work" and so on; the kind of
questions someone skeptical towards you would ask.

Big Question/Small Format
Copy id:

6034d590e23b0b000407026f

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

Per de nition, this format can come across as a bit
vague – since it revolves around big issues. But breaking
it down with those "faux-critical" questions is a great
way to talk about what these values mean.

If there ever was a "communicator's task," it's this one
because this is all about that critical view of how the
organization describes itself, breaking it down and
making it accessible.

And while this will address those more strategic issues –
if you can nd a relevant connection to something more
tangible; statistics, events, or news – it will be a more
straightforward story to "sell."

And the great part of this is that there will be excellent
answers to these critical questions for almost every
organization – since most organizations aren't empty
shells.

The main challenge here will be to be brave enough to
break these well-cra ed strategic messages into pieces
and address them almost at face value. But doing that
can create a lot of positive e ects.

So what you are looking for is that kind of "boring" – but
highly relevant – answers that map out what your
organization stands for in much more in-depth detail.
In a sense, this can look a lot like the "Detail Focus"
format – but it starts from the absolute other ends of the
gamut by addressing the big issues and breaking them
down.
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So, immerse yourself in brand communication and start
being asking those questions. It will pretty soon become
an extensive list.
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Play example

How to produce it!
Create the questions – get the answers (a lot of times,
you can answer this yourself), and then you can circle
back to the big issue when writing the script. So you can
end up with a rhetorically smart script that starts more or
less with "so, we talk a lot about this – what does that
actually mean?" giving you that question that makes this
format useful.
And the question format creates a lot of elegant
dramaturgical hooks for you to work with.

Play example

Big Question/Small Format
Copy id:

6034d590e23b0b000407026f

Big Answer pt 2

Leading Question
Word the question in a more or
less "obnoxious" way; you
should almost hear the tone's
snark. The "skeptical" – implied
– tone will make the rest of the
script gel better. In short – ask
the hard question. If not you –
rest assured that someone else
is doing it, and they may not get
the answer.

Big Answer pt 1
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Break down the actual meaning
of the question. So in this part,
you look at the "result" – the
"what" of the initial question –
and clarify it. You need to
ground and perhaps clarify
something you have yourself
communicated. And that's
good, that will look humble and
like you are taking this seriously.

So with the clari cation out of
the way – the second part of the
answer is bridging over to what
you are o ering your customers
or stakeholders. This is
repeating what you said in your
big statements in many cases.
But this time, it's re ected in the
clari cation you just did, so
even if you are saying the same
thing – the viewer understands
it di erently.

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

Mission to Business
Connection
So, now the event is rmly
planted – it's time to tell the
viewer why you have a relevant
thing to say. So pick up
something from the event and
couple it to your organization.
This can be anything from
products that drive a trend, a
historical event that is still
shaping your business, or why
you have a remedy for bad
weather!

7. Facts & Figures
Use this format to isolate a short fact, a KPI, or any other
number or distinct piece of information.
It can be a milestone or something from a report. The
things to look for are numbers and facts that you can use
to tell a story about your organization's excellence, brand
values, or anything that you are proud of and signi cant
for the viewer.

fi

Put that number in context.

Play example

Facts & Figures
Copy id:

6034d6d61bb2c60004e5a69f

Where to nd it?

fi

And if you are courageous, look for non-published KPIs
and numbers because they can tell some really
important stories.

fi

This format builds upon an easily communicated gure
or fact – that's the framing of it – but you need to tell "the
how" and "the why" for the format to work.

ft

An upside here is that this will become a format you can
plan out to a great extent. You can pre-produce many of
these and then portion them out over time in building
your content calendar.
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But you also need to anchor these tidbits of information
in why they are relevant for both you and the viewers.
And that takes a bit of storytelling skill, contextualizing
the barebones facts or gures.
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You can nd these types of facts and gures almost
everywhere – modern organizations churn out numbers
and information all the time. Your challenge will be to
separate the milestones from the duds – but in essence,
this will involve a lot of si ing through reports.
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In short – this format revolves around the fact that facts
and numbers tell a story. They may not tell the whole
story – but essential parts of it. And they have that almost
magical quality of being very trustworthy, because…you
know: facts.

fi

fi

Story Basics

How to produce it!
This is an elementary format to cra : You communicate
the gure or the fact and then get straight into
explaining how and why it matters. No more, no less.

Copy id:

6034d6d61bb2c60004e5a69f

What the fact pt 2
Fact Headline

What the fact pt 1?
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You need to explain what that
fact or number is. Sometimes
it's explaining a raw number – in
the form of "Yeah, that was the
annual increase of
applications…" and other
times, you need to
contextualize a bit more in the
shape of "…but is that a large or
small number and what does it
re ect…"

fi

Outro with message

This is more or less an optional
second part of the explanation.
It would help if you stretched
the explanation and
contextualization a bit more for
some facts and gures. But if
you are done – then don't use
this part.

The fact or number should be
the headline here. You can go
so far as to only have a number
there, like a "187%," and then
rely on people interested in
what that means. But
sometimes you need to explain
a bit more.
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Play example

Facts & Figures

Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

Wrap up and
move forward
Use this part to wrap up what
you "feel" about this fact or
gure. You probably want to say
that you are happy but not
satis ed, or talk about how you
plan to address this further or
something else that
communicates that you are still
improving.

8. Micro Case
This format is a large case story sampler, where you have
focused on one single question and answer.
It may well derive from a much broader story – but it's a
perfect short format when you do it in this single issue
form.
This allows you to go straight to the heart of the subject
with the question in the title.

Play example

Micro Case
Copy id:

6034d7ab1bb2c60004e5bb38

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

Case stories are excellent vehicles for communicating
everything from brand values to product excellence –
and breaking them down into smaller pieces can make
them extremely easy to digest.

This is an excellent opportunity to activate your
colleagues – and get them to recommend the best cases
and help out with the introduction.

Most case stories revolve around these themes:

This format o en has a great shelf life – and you can
probably produce the stories quite far in advance if you
need.

• The customer need: Why do they need that thing
we provide.

• The customer result: What does it mean when that
need is satis ed.

• The customer selection process: Why did they
conclude that they wanted to work with you.

• The customer relation: How do they experience
working with you.

Each of these "themes" can be broken out into these
micro case stories, focusing on one detail at a time.
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When structuring larger case stories this way – you can
also combine statements from di erent customers on
each theme into other stories. So you can gain a lot from
being very modular here.

Make the extra e ort to nd some good representation
and diversity among both the customers and who the
internal stakeholders are.

How to produce it!
When you use these types of formats, you focus a lot
on the questions and answers – not on traditional "onsite reporting," which means that you could actually
create these completely digital.
It's interesting to think about case creation on an almost
industrial scale – where you do everything in an almost
forms-based work ow. But even if you don't take it all
the way to that, there is a lot to be gained by keeping
the questions strict – since it would allow you to
combine multiple clients' answers to the same question
in composite stories.

Play example

Micro Case
Copy id:

6034d7ab1bb2c60004e5bb38

The Client Hook
Question
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Pose the question in the rst
slide. We are not using Intro
slides since this could be
derived from a more extensive
case story with di erent parts.
So it's more of a construction
detail in this format. Ensure that
this is a "real" question that the
client can answer directly.

Client Answer
The answer must contain why
there is a need for the product/
service, what that product/
service is, and any tangible
positives for using it. It's
relatively straightforward but
needs proper care to
encompass all this.

Outro with message
The Client
Present the person with a name,
title, and company. If the
company is not generally
known, you can add a brief fact
about the company here.

Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

9. Us 3 – Short Survey
This is a very straightforward short "survey" on a
particular question – that gives you a chance to get some
more people "on board."
So regardless if you do this with internal or external
people – viewers like to see other people.

fi

And it's a great way to create identi cation and show
diversity.

Play example

Us 3 – Short Survey
Copy id:

6034d82de23b0b0004074e9b

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

Doing these short survey "person on the street"
formats is an excellent way to collect a few voices,
showing diversity and inclusion and creating
traditionally popular content.

These ideas are everywhere – in general news or
sector-speci c news. Or in the general zeitgeist issues or
cultural trends. Or the seasons.

This format lends itself perfectly to a pure digital
collection. It's the short answer to a very clear question.
And the more precise the question, the better the
answer will work, and the less you have to edit.

It can also serve as a great way to make the people who
are being asked a bit special, which you can use
internally and externally.

The most e cient way to work with this is, of course, to
plan well ahead since it's a format that you can plan out.
So get a list going, and then start reaching out to people
to answer.

Since the question is both the script's premise and a part
of the script itself, it makes this format really easy to work
with.

The survey question can be almost anything – although it
should at least be loosely connected to what your
organization does. But it's in the answers the value lies;
it's just something we tend to like: Hearing other
people's takes on something.

fi

fi

fi
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Mixing internal and external respondents can be an
excellent way to show that the organization values the
sta as much as the customers.

ff

How to produce it!

Ask the respondents to provide an image or a sel e
video – and that's all you need.

Play example

Us 3 – Short Survey
Copy id:

6034d82de23b0b0004074e9b

Survey Question
Do a composite question like:
"This has happened: Our
question on the topic." Word
this question carefully
beforehand to make sure it ts
the template.

Survey Answer

fi

ff
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The answer from the person.
Make sure to keep it short, this
is a rapid format, and we do not
want to dwell.

The Person
Name and information on the
person. Make sure you get
relevant details there; we want
to create identi cation if we
can.

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

10. FAQ Video
A format for remaking your FAQs to "how-to"-videos.
They will be relevant since they hinge on the fact that they
are the most common questions. For a lot of these, you
can create very e cient videos – that also can be used on
support pages.

ft

ffi

But a lot of these are great content to distribute more
widely since they o en show positive things about the
product or services.

Copy id:

6034d8d21bb2c60004e5d0eb

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

Cra ing your FAQs into pro-active how-to stories can
serve a couple of di erent purposes. They can nd the
right people out there that haven't yet run into the issue
it's covering – and that may be some customer support
in advance, a way to lower support pressure.

fi
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But more importantly – these videos can display
functionality or knowledge that some customers didn't
even know to ask for, and then these "support" issues
become a great marketing vehicle. Not least, since they
hinge on the most commonly asked questions, so their
relevance is high.

ft

fi

Play example

FAQ Video

Creating a list of stories to do is more or less "just"
about visiting your FAQ section online and start going
through it. The more complex issues probably must be
le o this list, though.
Then you literally ip the script – go from question to
statement and try and frame it as a "how-to" issue.

How to produce it!
The most crucial part of cra ing a story like this is to
ful ll the promise you make in the title. If you say that
this is a "how-to," – then it should be.
So, keep an eye on the fact that you have to deliver a
nished guide in the short timeframe this format has.

Play example

FAQ Video
Copy id:

6034d8d21bb2c60004e5d0eb

FAQ Headline
Flip the frequently asked
question to an active "do this"
type of headline. No more or
less than that. So phrase it like
"This is how to…" or "Do this to
achieve this…"

FAQ Instruction

Short Problem Fact

ff

Give a background to why this
issue arises and why it matters.
If it's too basic, you can leave
this empty and go straight to
the instructions.

This format has three instruction
blocks. You can choose to use
all three to create more variety
or just one or two if the script
does not demand more than
one. Here you very simply tell
the viewer how to do a certain
thing.

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

11. Read More Video
This may sound contra-intuitive – but sometimes it makes
a lot of sense to make a video that IS a summary of a larger
news story and has the purpose of driving the viewer to
another piece of content.
This makes it easy to work with and is very easy to
produce as an o shoot to a press release or a news story
that you will publish anyway.

ff

This is more or less the headline and preamble from a
press release.

Play example

Read More Video
Copy id:

6034d9b21bb2c60004e5e27e

Story Basics

Where to nd it?

A great feature in a story format is that it's frictionless to
produce. And having the freedom to – for once – not tell
the whole story reduces friction signi cantly. We o en
hold back on any communication just because it doesn't
cover all the bases – even though communication that
tries to achieve that most o en falls at.

You nd these stories among your other stories. This is,
as stated, a format that builds squarely on longer and
more extensive pieces of information that you publish in
other forms. It's the "video teaser" of your written press
release, blog post, white paper, or report.

So in having a format made for NOT telling it all – you
can move with ease and get the most important part out
there. And out there fast.

Don't overthink this – make a point out of doing these as
o en as you have the chance. There will be a tangible
e ect on having these videos to publish as well as
regular links.

This is not as much a format as a process – a part of many
other content processes. It will most o en be the
marketing for the "whole story," which is a bad thing by
no means.
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Don't be afraid to give just a "little" – because that is still
a whole lot more than doing nothing because it would
be too much work.

How to produce it!
This is a pure derivate of content that is already
produced. Sometimes you summarize something, and
sometimes you use headlines and preambles and "stop
the story short" before referring to where the longer
story lives.

Play example

Read More Video
Copy id:

6034d9b21bb2c60004e5e27e

News Headline
Use a straightforward headline
that tells the most important
thing – what has happened; it
should be a classic news
headline, more or less.

More Information
News Summary

fi
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Use this to summarize the news
and give the details you
couldn't t in the headline.
Since this video is made for
getting people to click and nd
more information, you should
make this too long – it IS a
teaser. So give the bare
minimum – but still enough for
someone who won't read more
to understand what has
happened.

Give more fully- edged
information on where to nd
more in the matter. You can skip
this and go straight to the outro
if you deem it su cient.

Outro with message
Use a standard payo /slogan or
connect it to the script. That is
very much a question from case
to case.

